
Talent Discovery & ReDiscovery
Powered by the Prediction

Talent Discovery expands your talent pool by 

sourcing new candidates to your most 

volume-starved roles. Arena identifies and 

delivers new candidates—some from 

nontraditional sources—who may not 

otherwise have found your job. 

Talent Discovery

Talent ReDiscovery delivers applicants you 

already know by unearthing candidates in your 

applicant tracking system, suggesting the best 

jobs for them in your organization, and 

nurturing them through the application process. 

Talent ReDiscovery

Background

Today’s labor shortage disproportionately impacts healthcare. From hospitals to senior living communities, talent 

acquisition teams are struggling to fill open positions. Short-term fixes like temporary sta�ing and hiring bonuses 

cause skyrocketing premium labor costs. You need a long term acquisition strategy that taps unconventional talent 

sources and delivers the intelligence to know who will be retained in your organization. Introducing Talent 
Discovery and Talent ReDiscovery—powered by the prediction.

Talent Discovery and ReDiscovery are backed by 

Arena's custom retention predictions. This 

means that every candidate we identify and 

deliver for your open roles is predicted to thrive 

in your organization.

Finding You Applicants 
Predicted To Stay



Grow the talent pool

Arena sources new candidates and mines 
your hiring system to reengage past 
candidates with your open jobs.

Turn candidates to applicants

Arena recommends your hard-to-fill jobs to 
the right candidates and actively pursues 
them to complete our Quick Apply process.

Screen, interview, hire

You review Arena’s recommended 
candidates, interview applicants, and fill 
your open roles—quickly!

“With Arena, we have augmented our applicant pool by more 
than 20% and started to deepen alignment between HR and 
clinical leadership."

June Altaras, MN, NEA-BC, RN

SVP & Chief Quality, Safety and Nursing Officer

MultiCare Health System
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Reverse the Staffing Shortage

Identify net new talent without additional work for your recruiting team

Engage existing talent in your applicant tracking system without extra e�ort nor budget

Increase candidate-to-applicant conversion rates without heavy li�ing

Automatically engage candidate pool with your organization with every newly posted position

How it Works

Gather applicant data

Arena nurtures candidates to complete our 
questionnaire to match them to the roles 
for which they are predicted to thrive.
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